
T
he Australian Army has
been one of the world’s
largest users of Land
Rovers, and it has never
been afraid to create

specialist vehicles to suit its
own requirements. The most
numerous of the types it has
developed has been the
Workshop vehicle. More than
400 have been built.

Procurement, testing and
modification of new weapons,
equipment and vehicles has
always fallen to the Army
Design Establishment (ADE),
who worked closely with Land
Rover in Australia to design

spring hangers, a solid brush
bar, square-cut wings, tool
brackets on the wings and a
coat of olive drab paint. From
the doors back, though, things
looked a bit different.

Without its canopies on, the
Workshop vehicle looked
somewhat like a Ute, which is
the Australian term for a chassis-
cab with a dropside tray body
designed for maximum load
area and versatility. However,
the Workshop vehicle had a
bespoke platform with side
storage lockers, a specialised set
of hoops to hold up the canopy,
and a full-width storage box to
hold the legs for the canopy
built in to the bottom of the
cab itself. This body was built
by the Pressed Metal
Corporation’s factory at Enfield
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many of the Army’s specialist
vehicles. Production versions of
some specialist vehicles were
actually built in the Australian
Land Rover plant alongside its
normal civilian models.

The long-wheelbase
workshop vehicle was among
the earliest specialist vehicles to
enter production, after trials
with both short-wheelbase and
long-wheelbase types in a
number of configurations. Most
were Series IIAs, although a few
were built on earlier Series II
chassis.

Configuration
From the doors forward, the
Workshop Land Rover was a
standard Australian Army Series
IIA 109. It had the usual

features of extended
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in Sydney.
With its canopies attached,

the Workshop vehicle resembled
a 109 GS with a full-length
canopy. In fact, it was fitted
with two separate canopies. The
front one covered the cab area
like a truck cab, and was
attached to the rear canopy
with a flap of canvas. The rear
canopy was a special one over
the tray of the vehicle which
could open out into a shelter.
There was also a tool storage
box mounted between the
bumper and the grille for the
storage of chains and other
tools.

Workshop 109s came from
the factory with the platform in
place, but job-specific
installations were carried out by
the Army. Vehicles could be
equipped for Small Arms Repair,
as Machine Shops or Welding
Shops, or for Automotive Repair
or Lubrication duties. The rear
canopy created working space
out of the elements, forming a
tent around the back of the
vehicle to which walls could be

affixed if necessary.
An extra hoop
extended on rails to
the rear of the
vehicle to almost
double the length
of this tent. The
main hoops could
also be extended
upwards to add
height so that
operators would
not need to stoop down to
work. From the outside, this
gave the appearance of a
vehicle partly parked within a
tent.

These vehicles were intended
for use in the field, so extra
lighting could be powered from
the vehicle’s engine. This was
why the exhaust was re-routed
to emerge under the front
bumper rather than at the rear,
where it would have discharged
noxious gases into the tented
workspace. It ran over the left
front wheel, along the front of
the vehicle and out on the
right-hand side. In practice,
though, portable generators

often did the job and the
engine was not needed to
provide power.

Early units were painted in
the military’s standard dark
glossy green colour (called
Deep Bronze Olive) of the time.
Then in 1967 there was a
switch to Olive Drab in a flat
finish to provide better
camouflage. The longest-serving
workshop vehicles finished their
time in the three-colour
camouflage scheme of olive
drab, black and tan that was
adopted in the mid-1990s.

These vehicles were not just
confined to Australian Army use:
the Royal Australian Air Force
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had some, and several were also
sold to the New Zealand Army
from Australian Army stocks.

Vietnam
When Australia entered the
Vietnam conflict in 1962, the
Royal Australian Electrical and
Mechanical Engineers (RAEME)
were deployed to maintain the
Army’s vehicle fleet – and with
them went their Land Rover
workshops. The aircraft carrier
HMAS Sydney was stripped of
its aircraft and equipment and
ferried stores, equipment and
men between Vietnam and
Australia. The job earned her
the nickname of the Vung Tau

Ferry with the troops, Vung Tau
being the name of the port
where she docked in Vietnam.

The bases where the RAEME
units had to set up their
workshops were little more than
tent cities dotted around the
Vietnam countryside. So the
enclosed working areas of the
109s were very valuable in the
early months when workshop
buildings were still being
erected. Even when they had
been finished, some workshop
vehicles remained set up as
offices.

They then resumed their
mobile workshop rôle,
sometimes also moving men
and equipment. After an
ambush at Dat Do in 1967, the
Army decreed that all vehicles in
Vietnam must have their
canopy, hoops, windscreen,
doors and tailgates removed to
allow easy egress in the case of
ambush. Interestingly, it was at
the same time that the entire
fleet also changed to Olive
Drab. Some workshop vehicles
kept their compliment of
canopies in order to keep their
equipment safe from the harsh
elements, but others were
stripped down. Some even had
a temporary tin roof fitted to
keep the rain out in the wet
season.

Indonesia
The little-known Indonesian
Confrontation was a small
undeclared war from 1962 to
1966. It was a series of
skirmishes and incursions
through which Indonesia tried
to destroy the newly created
nation of Malaysia. Australia’s
involvement was reluctant, and
very secret. It received very little
media coverage in Australia and
it was not until 1996 that the
full truth of what happened
during the conflict came out.

A couple of
workshop vehicles
appear to have spent
time as a part of this
force, some of the
few Series II units
that were built. They
had the standard
front wings familiar
from civilian Land
Rovers rather than
the square-cut type
introduced with

Series IIA deliveries in 1963, but
most vehicles were retro-fitted
with the later type wings and it
is now very rare to find a
vehicle which retains its
“civilian” wings.

Namibia with the UN
In April 1989, 613 members of
the Australian Army were
deployed to Namibia to observe
elections as part of the United
Nations Transition Assistance
Group. It was a short
deployment ending in March
1990, but among the more
numerous Series III and 110
types was at least one Series IIA
workshop vehicle. Like other
vehicles on the UN deployment,
it was painted white and had a
closed box body instead of the
traditional canvas body – not an
uncommon Army modification
to the units which remained in
service the longest.

This particular vehicle now
belongs to the Australian War
Memorial in Canberra and
forms part of their display on
Australian peacekeeping
deployments.

One for every job
There were many variations on
the basic workshop vehicle. The
most numerous were the
Automotive Repair Shops (115
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Trailers as well!

Australian Army Land Rovers had their own trailer, the Army’s No 5
half-ton type. These trailers had a central spine from which outriggers
extended to support the square tub, plus Land Rover rims and tyres to
match the towing vehicles. In appearance these trailers are very similar
to the British Sankey type.

The workshop trailers were a development of these. They used the
same platform, canopy and hoop set as the workshop Land Rover and,
like the towing vehicles, had specific purposes. These generally
mirrored those of the workshop vehicle.

In some cases, such as the lubrication trailer and the welding trailer,
the trailers were laid out for use in tandem with their corresponding
workshop vehicles. This provided an effective way to provide more
equipment and workshop space without the expense of having to build
more vehicles. Parts commonality also made parts easy to source for
both the trailers and the workshop platforms mounted on them.

Today, these trailers are sought-after, especially by the owners of
Workshop Land Rovers. There are many in collectors’ hands as almost
all the workshop trailers were sold off after becoming obsolete when
the larger 6x6 workshop Land Rover entered service in the early 1990s.
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examples) and the
Shop Equipment
vehicles (91 examples).
Other variants included
binned maintenance
vehicles with sets of
drawers to hold tools
and equipment,
lubrication vehicles
carrying oil and grease,
radio repair, electronic
equipment repair,
welding shops (gas and
electric) and machine
shops with lathes and
drills.

Only a handful of
the more unusual
variants were built, such as
eight truck mounted offices.
These were designed to be
immobile offices, with shelves
and racks which could be closed
up for storing stationery, files
and associated equipment.
Some of them ended up being
used as command posts and
were fitted with radios.

On vehicles whose tasks
required electrical power, one of
the two side lockers in the tray
was fitted with a fused power
distribution board so that
several electrical devices could
be run from a generator
connected to the board.

Another unusual feature was
a set of clips on the underside
of the canopy hoops, intended
to take poles for the tent
sections. Unfortunately, on
rough roads the poles could fall
out, or a weak clip could allow
a pole to fall on the head of an
unsuspecting soldier! The locker
below the cab of the vehicle
was used to store the
aluminium ridge poles which
were too long to fit under the
hoops. These ridge poles were
to support the roof across the
middle of each extension
section.

Workshop vehicles are very
popular with collectors for a
number of reasons. They can be
very practical vehicles, but more
importantly because they were
used by RAEME they tended to
be in the best condition of any
vehicles in the Army. So even
after years of use by farmers or
businesses they were still
excellent examples of the breed,
and one that is uniquely
Australian.

A bigger replacement
As the Australian Army’s Series II
and IIA Land Rovers began to
come to the end of their useful
life, the search began for a
replacement. Several options
were explored, but the Series III
Land Rover built by what was
now Leyland Australia was
chosen. The plan was to keep
the hundreds of specialist
vehicles like fire engines,
ambulances and gunbuggies in
service, but a small batch of 40
Series III Workshop vehicles did
get built. These were
immediately put into
storage against the day
when the Series II and IIA
vehicles were no longer
economically viable to
repair.

By the 1980s, the Army
was moving to an all-diesel
fleet and a vehicle with
more road speed and
comfort. The Land Rover
110 Perentie in 4x4 and
6x6 configurations was the
replacement for the Series
III, and the 6x6 vehicle with a 2-
ton payload in fact replaced the
venerable II and IIA workshop
vehicles. It was then that the
remaining vehicles were sold
off.

In the end, the grand total of
Series Land Rover workshop
vehicles was 476. There were 50
Series II (1960-1962), 386 Series
IIA (1963-1969) and 40 Series III
vehicles (1981). Several of these
RAEME trucks had their
chassis swapped to keep
the special Workshop
bodywork in service for up
to 30 years! �
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More info
www.remlr.com– the web site of the Registry of Ex-Military Land Rovers.

Early Series II model demonstrates the shelter

Series II lubrication workshop and trailer, seen when new

Pilot model of the Series IIA welder variant

Another preserved example: configuration is unmistakeable


